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From the editor....

STIFF CHEESE--BUT
STIFFER STAND FROM
BULGA
W
hether it’s the ingrained pessimist
in me or just plain old-fashioned
cynicism about the Mt Thorley expansion ,I have to confess the ‘approvability’ decision from that bastion of fair
play,the NSW Planning Department,
came as no surprise to this observer. I
don’t intend to bore our faithful flock
with the grim details, as John Krey
writes to much better effect in other
pages about the (seemingly) final stages
of our struggle.
But that doesn’t mean we should pack up
and watch in disarray, a la Ancient Rome,
while the Vandals and their allies tear down
the walls of the city which Augustus transformed from brick to marble. I think there
are some interesting paths to explore--one
of which could traverse options like class
actions over personal loss and damage.
Time will tell.
Readers have raised with COCKFIGHTER
the strange paradox that arises from Rio
Tinto’s persistence with this gigantic White
Elephant in their stable (the Mt ThorleyWarkworth workings constitute the third
biggest coal mine in NSW). Namely, what
will Rio do with this unwanted, inferior
product of a perverted public relations
program? The site is a loss-maker among
the losers that dominate fossil fuels these
days; MTW’s two markets, Japan and Korea, aren’t actually bolstering the balance
sheets by undertaking massive investment
in renewables, following the lead from
the USA and China. To say the market for
coal in Japan is in structural decline is an
understatement: in four years, their energy
requirement has dropped by well over ten
per cent while Prime Minister Mr Abe has
detailed a $US30-billion renewable plan.
And in a snub to the ‘Fukushima-Again’
alarmists, Japan is actually embarking on
more nuclear initiatives--in the long run,
the cheapest and the cleanest of the lot.
By now, news of the Broke Fordwich Wine
and Tourism Association’s AGM (November 22) will have filtered through our
community, so it’s a good time to recognise
the terrific job stalwarts like Eden Anthony,
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Barbara Brown, Mike Wilson, Ken McCraw, Meredith McManus and Marian
Waite do throughout the year to improve
the accessibility of the Tranquil Side of the
Valley. Not so long ago, I think BrokeBulga-Fordwich-Milbrodale was regarded
by tour operators as some sleepy sideline
to the big action 30 kilometres away. Now
they recognise that smaller and more
personal can be something many visitors
prefer--and a steady increase in activities like the Paul and Margueriette’s Wine
Tours would bear this out.

Dates

5th December 2015
Community Christmas Party
Bulga
December 11th
Carols in the Park - Broke Village
31 December 2015
New Years Eve Dance
Bulga
9th -10th April 2016
A Little Bit of Italy in Broke
First Sunday of the Month
Community Markets
Sacred Spaces Fine Music Concert
Series 2015
For dates go to:
www.sacredspaces.org.au

On a personal note, I’ve resisted mention
of a certain Rugby result early one Sunday
morning-Nov 1 our time (you know, you
can take the kid out
of New Zealand but
you can’t take New
Zealand out of the
kid) but RFS President John Lamb put
it in perspective as he
and Denise arrived
for dining and drinks
four nights later (after
the first day of the
‘Gabba Test between
Australia and the
Kiwis): “I won’t mention the cricket,” John
Ralph Northey - Bulga Coal
muttered, “as long as
Environment and Community Manager
you don’t mention the
rugby!”. Point takenT: 6570 2539 M: 0418 439 874
-although I did remind
ralph.northey@glencore.com.au
him that when we first
arrived in Bulga 16
years ago, he regaled
Ned Stephenson - Bulga Underground
me with details of
a certain triumph
Environment and Community Coordinator
of the Wallabies in
T: 6570 2541 M: 0400 266 877
the UK in the 1999
ned.stephenson@glencore.com.au
World Cup Final that
morning! So-Kia Ora
and congrats to both
Community complaints line, 24 hours a day,
the Wallabies and the
7 days a week 1800 332 693
AB’s for a great show
on the international
You can also view our approvals, management plans
rugger stage.
and environmental monitoring data on the website.
Go to www.bulgacoal.com.au and click on
the Publications tab on the menu.
(Tom Jackson)

BULGA
COAL

Environment and
Community Contacts
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Nightingale Restaurant
Christmas Day Lunch

Feel free to bring your Christmas presents and open them over lunch

Your lunch includes a visit from Santa and Bluey (the bluetongue) during
lunch, Bon bons and Christmas themeing
Pre paid seatings 12 noon and 1.30pm
Adults $95 Children $40
3 Course Menu
Starter - Sampler plate of prawn cocktail, salmon blini, Caesar salad and sang choy bow
Followed by - A trio of roast turkey, honey glazed ham and slow braised pork belly, with
served to share on the table traditional roast vegetables and seasonal greens
To finish - Sampler plates of Christmas pudding and Aussie pavlova - tea or coffee
November 2015

Ph 02 6579 1499

www.nightingalewines.com.au
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Nightingale re-emerges

P

Vines, wines, dining and stays

erched on the edge of Milbrodale
Road and looking straight out over
the vineyards to iconic Yellow Rock,
Nightingale Wines has undergone
some big changes in recent times and
is promising some exciting developments for Broke and the re-emerging
business.
Nightingale Wines itself is nothing new. It
was established in the 1990s by Paul and
Gail Nightingale and has been a staple on
the wine tasting trail ever since.

Nightingale - luxury and location provide a great experience

But times, well, they are a changin’. There
are new owners and staff, and the business
is going through a growth spurt, preparing for a new chapter in the ever changing
Broke Fordwich wine story. The vineyard,
cellar door, accommodation and restaurant
business are expanding and modernising.
Within the next few years, they have plans
for new high quality accommodation, a
re-invented restaurant menu with a modern
fusion of Asian and local cuisine, and a
possible expansion of the variety of wines
on offer.
Nightingale Wines was purchased a few
years back by Lance Yi and his business
partner, and they’ve been doing the hard
yards in getting all the relevant council approvals to spread their wings. Most of the
red tape has now been sorted, and it’s time
for action.
The biggest change will be an expansion
of the villas, significantly increasing the
capacity for visitors to the tranquil side of
the Hunter. The group is planning to build
up to16 new villas, and is hoping to kick it
off soon. Investors can get on board by purchasing one of the new facilities and having
them managed by the onsite team.
Managing director and part owner Lance Yi
says the new structures will be at least 4.5
star and will include a new tennis court and
lawn bowls facilities. And they’re planning
to do it in style, with all villas to contain a
king sized bed, two king singles, and spa
baths all round.
Four of the new villas will appear on the
Eastern side of the property and up to 10 on
the Western side, where the tennis courts
and bowls facilities will also be built.
There’s already a swimming pool to cool
off during some of the hot Hunter summer
days.
There’s a new chef too, brought in from
China earlier this year and planning to turn
the old menu on its head. Instead of the
European mix of delicacies currently on offer, he wants a modern fusion of Asian and
Australian fare.
Manager Don Jamieson says Nightingale
will also be making a concerted push into
the Chinese wedding market to show off
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Every window presents a view of the vineyards and surrounding hills

the renewed business. But it’s not
just overnight stays,
weddings and wine
tastings. The new
team are also planning some major
events during the
course of next year,
including becoming
a significant part of
the Chinese Moon
Festival. “We’re at
the early planning
stages at the moment,” says Don.

The property provides wonderful opportunities to find quietude
in the ample grounds

In the meantime,
visitors can continue to enjoy some of the mainly estate
grown wines, which include Semillons,
Chardonnays, Verdelhos, a tasty Shiraz and
a couple of popular Ports. Not to mention a new sparkling wine for something
sweeter. There’s a couple of dozen of acres
of grapes on the property, all of which are
overlooked by the restaurant and villas.

Locals are catered for as well, with a
Sunday Roast to finish the weekend every
Sunday, prepared by the winery’s new chef.
And if you’re caught short on Christmas

Day, you’re in luck because the restaurant
is offering a special Christmas Day lunch
service. Best of all, not only will they prepare a special Christmas lunch for you and
your guests - they’ll also do the washing up
and cleaning. Best to book now though, so
you’re not disappointed.
So, if you think you know Nightingale
Wines, think again. Maybe it’s time for
another visit. And it’s certainly time to
keep an eye on what could be an exciting
new Renaissance at the start of Milbrodale
Road.
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Singleton Council’s “Fitness for the Future”
rating avoids amalgamation

S

ingleton Council has been found
“fit for the future” by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal
(IPART).
Last week the NSW Government released
a report with IPART’s assessment of 139
council proposals. Councils were assessed for their scale and capacity as
well as seven financial indicators in
order to be deemed “fit for the future”.

challenges that local government is facing
absorbing all our cost increases and reductions in funding,” she says.

“Four years ago we embarked on an intensive program of review focusing on ensuring our services are provided as efficiently

Singleton Council had already been
flagged as having the scale and capacity to remain a standalone council but
had to submit a proposal to IPART that
demonstrated it was meeting or could
meet the seven financial criteria within
a five-year timeframe.

included adjusting the rate mix to spread
the rate burden more equally among all
rating categories, benefiting almost 82 per
cent of ratepayers in Singleton. This adjustment was approved by Council in September and has not been done for 15 years.
Council is proposing a special
rate variation of 9.75 per
cent in Council’s general rate
income each year for four
years commencing in 2016/17.
The additional revenue would
enable Council to meet the
government’s asset maintenance criteria and to maintain
services at current levels.

Singleton’s rates are among
the lowest of comparable
The report has identified Singleton
councils in NSW, with the
Council as being part of the 40 per
third lowest average residencent of NSW councils IPART has astial rates, the seventh lowest
sessed as being “fit”.
Lindy Hyam “...this announcement means we can proceed with average farmland rates and the
Singleton Council General Manager
confidence in delivering the improvement plan, which includes lowest average business rates.
Lindy Hyam says today’s announcea proposed special rate variation, adopted by Council in June.” Even with the proposed special
rate variation, Singleton’s
ment is a tribute to the hard work and
Photo: Singleton Argus
rates would be below those of
strategic directions that have been put
and effectively as possible, particularly
neighbouring councils.
in place to build Council’s financial sustainbecoming financially sustainable into the
ability over the past four years.
future, and that we brought our backlog
Ms Hyam says this announcement is an
under control.
endorsement of Council’s plan to be fit for
“This Council has always presented balthe future, which includes the proposed
anced cash budgets despite the significant
“We’ve undertaken extensive work to
special rate variation. Without increasing
develop new asset
its general rate income, Council will not be
management plans,
able to meet the financial indicators within
we’ve brought in more
five years.
than $37 million in
external grants for
“The costs of delivering services to our
infrastructure, invested community has increased significantly,”
in shared services with she says. “The rate peg, about 2.5 per cent
neighbouring councils
per annum, has capped Council’s ability to
to reduce costs, taken
raise enough revenue in line with increasup subsidised loan
ing expenses and reduction in federal
borrowings to hasten
funding.
asset renewal and
“We have not cut services, but nor have we
put in place a special
increased general rate income until recently
rate variation for road
for eight years. This is no longer sustainmaintenance.
able.
“What we still need
“Unless we significantly increase our revis to have our recurenue over the next five years, we will have
rent funding meet our
to make broad and deep cuts to services
operational requireacross the local government area or merge
ments with an approwith other councils.”
priate rate income for
everyday services.
Consultation for Council’s proposed special
rate variation will commence shortly and
“While there is still
the community will be invited to provide
plenty of work to do,
their feedback in various ways.
today’s announcement
means we can proceed
with confidence in
delivering the improvement plan, which
includes a proposed
special rate variation,
adopted by Council in
June.”
The improvement plan
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“Being deemed ‘fit’ is great news but we
aren’t out of the woods yet,” Ms Hyam
says. “We need to continue our plan for
improvement and increase our revenue to
ensure we are financially sustainable.”

To download the IPART assessment on
Singleton Council’s Fit for the Future Improvement Proposal, visit
singleton.nsw.gov.au/future
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supplying the big liquor chains
brings more risk than reward
By Sarina Locke and Clint Jasper - ABC RURAL

“

.....we could become a centrepiece in a price war, undermining the future of our brand.”

A

s the Winemakers Federation
of Australia takes aim at harsh
pricing strategies from the big supermarkets, one winemaker has told
ABC Rural supplying
the big liquor chains
brings more risk
than reward.
Pointing to recent
promotions run by the
major supermarkets
for their own cleanskin wines, the peak
body for winemakers
said its proposal to
label the wine as
supermarket-owned
would help consumers make better
choices, even if their
purchases were mainly
driven by price.
Winemakers Federation of
Australia chief executive Paul
Evans explains the industry body’s
push for labelling of supermarketowned wine.

excellent relationships with retailers, and
partnerships where their portfolio has
grown,” Mr Evans said.
“But the large mismatch in market power
between retailers and winemakers, including the fact that retailers are vertically
integrated and now producers in their own
right, is of concern.
“Steps should be put in place to ensure fairness continues in the domestic market.”
But while the effects test reforms, along
with a suite of reforms to the Wine Equalisation Tax, are being considered by the
Federal Government, winemakers across
Australia have developed innovative ways
to stay profitable in an oversupplied, highly
competitive market.
Based in Young, New South Wales, 160km
north-west of Canberra, Moppity Vineyards
winemaker Jason Brown refuses to supply
the big supermarkets.

The cleanskin wine can retail for as little as
$3 a bottle, and its production is eligible for
the industry’s generous tax concession, the
Wine Equalisation Tax rebate.

Instead, his own
distribution company deals with
600 buyers such
as restaurants and
independent liquor
stores across the
country.

WFA chief executive Paul Evans lamented
to a rural media luncheon in Adelaide
recently that it was no wonder public health
advocates were taking aim at the industry
when wine was cheaper than bottled water.

Mr Brown believes
supplying the big
supermarkets carries more risks than
reward.

He said the Harper Review’s effects test,
which was championed by former minister
for small business Bruce Billson, would
strengthen Australia’s competition laws in
favour of smaller players.

“The first thing
that could happen
is that brand could
become popular,
and it could be
used as a tool to
win over customers

“To be clear, a lot of my members have

for them,” he said.
“Which means we could become a centrepiece in a price war, undermining the future
of our brand.
“We could get into a discounting war
between Coles and Woolworths, take turns
trading blows, pushing down prices and
out-do themselves with lower and lower
prices.
“Until that point where there’s not enough
profit in it, in which case they could leave
our brand.”
Mr Brown said being forced to scale up
the production of small-batch wines led
to a “dumbing down” of the expression of
the vineyard, and the art of the winemaker
creating the wine.

Our olives are hand pruned,
hand picked and preserved in 10% brine
on our property.
We sell in bulk or bottled in 300ml
and 1 litre jars to the public.
We have Kalamata, Sevillano,
Manzanillo, Picholene and Frantoia.
Our olives have won 1 Gold and 5 Silver
medals at the 2014 Hunter Olive Show.

852 Milbrodale Rd, Broke.
Marie 0411 425 142
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WET Tax ‘no longer relevant’ as
groups move for reform

USTRALIA’S multibillion-dollar
alcohol industry is set to turn on
itself in a lobbying war that could result in a radical restructure of a sector
dogged with tax rorts and inefficiencies.

rebate could be re-applied as an agricultural
subsidy to encourage investment in products such as almonds or cashews. That way,
regional Australia would not be negatively
impacted.

In the wine sector, dozens of companies are
believed to be rorting the system, creating artificial constructs to access a lucrative producer rebate that costs the federal
government hundreds of millions of dollars
a year.

It is a compelling argument. The ad valorem wholesale sales tax and WET producer
rebates have created a distortion in the
industry that makes quality wine more
expensive and delivers an effective subsidy
to uneconomic cheap wine.

Beer, spirits and alcopops are taxed on the
basis of their alcohol content and container
size, with spirits and alcopops taxed at a
higher rate because of the perceived greater
risk of abuse.

The future of Australian wine - and tourism - lies in delivering premium products,
meeting evolving consumer preferences
and restoring profitability to the industry.

Wine is the big anomaly. It is taxed on
wholesale price rather than volume. This
means low-value cask wine attracts little
taxation - alcohol tax paid per standard
drink on a $13 cask of wine is 5¢ - while
more expensive bottled wine attracts
higher tax under the Wine Equalisation
Tax (WET) system, at 15¢ for a $15 bottle
of wine and almost $1 for a $50 bottle of
wine.
The stakes are high. If a simpler and fairer
structure is adopted, such as a categorybased volumetric tax (which is achieved
by taxing wine on the basis of its alcohol
content) and wine rebates removed, it
would change the economics of the entire
industry. Cask wine would increase in
price, premium wine would fall and spirits
and ready-to-drink categories would fall.
It would also remove some of the more
egregious rorting.
Over the years, there have been a number
of attempts to address the huge inefficiencies and heavily rorted wine industry, but
politics has got in the way.
This time might be different, as the wine
industry has split.
The Australian Financial Review revealed
that the country’s biggest wine company,
Treasury Wine Estates (TWE) - whose
brands include Penfolds, Wolf Blass,
Lindemans and Rosemount Estate - and its
rival, French drinks giant Pernod Ricard
Winemakers - whose brands include Wyndham Estate, Jacob’s Creek and Orlando
Wines - have unusually joined forces to
campaign for radical changes to wine tax.
TWE and Pernod have employed Newgate
Communications to lobby for changes to
the tax system, including replacing it with a
category-based volumetric tax and outright
removal of the WET rebate, which was
introduced in 2004.
To make it more politically palatable, that
November 2015

According to the Tax Expenditures Statement 2014, more than $250 million was
given back in WET producer rebates in
2011-12, some to New Zealanders who are
eligible for the WET rebate through the free
trade agreement, some to hobby farmers
who already pay a low tax rate. In 2012-13,
the rebate grew to $280 million, and Treasury estimates it will
balloon to $350 million in 2015-16, with
the vast majority of
winemakers paying
no tax at all. The
WET rebate enables
producers of wine to
claim a maximum of
$500,000 per financial year.

immediately improve its attractiveness
and boost its value.
In August the then assistant treasurer Josh
Frydenberg announced a consultation
group, with representatives from across
the industry, to work with the Australian
Treasury on a solution to the problem of
“contrived schemes” used to take advantage of the rebate.
The Wine Grape Growers Association
says that the original justification for the
WET rebate – to support small regionally based producers – is no longer valid
because of industry changes.
Domestic margins are being squeezed
with the big supermarket retailers selling
cheap private label wine. It is estimated
that over 75 per cent of all off-premise
wine sales are now controlled by the two
national supermarket chains, Coles and
Woolworths.

Moreover, consumer
tastes are changing
and overall alcohol
consumption is at its
lowest in 50 years,
according to the
Australian Bureau of
Statistics.
Tackling alcohol
and tax is not for the
fainthearted. It is a
complex proposition
mired in emotion.
Beer and spirits have
their own lobbying
to do. But for the
highly inefficient
wine industry, something has to give.
It is why companies
like TWE will push
hard for change.
With private-equity
barbarians circling,
a volumetric tax and
removal of the producer rebate would
7
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Bulga threat “approvable” - Village
prepares for demise

They have not listened to any of our experts which is really saying
to us that the PAC public hearing system is a waste of time,”

A

controversial Hunter Valley mine
extension has been deemed “approvable” by the Planning Assessment
Commission, paving the way for it to
proceed.
The Mount Thorley Warkworth expansion
plan has been in the pipeline for years.

ton area and is a very important contributor
to the local and regional economy.

Bulga resident John Lamb said he is
shocked by the news.

Rio Tinto’s general manager for Mount
Thorley Warkworth, Mark Rodgers, said it
is an important step forward.

“It’s the death knell for Bulga,” he said.

The proposal seeks to extend
the life of the mine by more
than 20 years with Bulga locals
raising concerns about the
potential environmental and
health impacts of the project.

“I’m very disappointed that all of the expert
evidence that we presented has been effectively ignored.”
The Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association has been
leading the fight against the
mine expansion.
President John Krey said
the fight is not over yet.

A long running legal battle
has seen both the Land and
Environment and New South
Wales Supreme Courts reject
the proposal.
A Planning Assessment Commission (PAC) panel was
tasked with considering what
impact a new mining policy
that gives equal weight to economic, social and environmental considerations would have
on the project.

“They have not listened to
any of our experts which is
really saying to us that the
PAC public hearing system
is a waste of time,” he said.

John Krey, president of the Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association

It has found the benefits outweigh any
potential impacts, saying on balance it is
approvable.
The PAC said it had “carefully balanced the
key areas of concern, including Aboriginal
cultural heritage, final voids, air quality and
noise, and the socio-economic benefits”.
But it said any approval should be subject
to conditions.
It has made six recommendations that
include the management of exceedances of
air quality and noise limits as well as future
management of final voids.
The Commission noted that the mine complex is the biggest employer in the Single-
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“The project, we always believed, is robust
on economics, social and environmental
impacts, so it hasn’t surprised us,” he said.
“Today’s recommendation from the NSW
Planning Assessment Commission is for
us, a positive next step in the process and
provides a great sense of hope for our 1,300
employees.”
Mr Rodgers said he is confident the mine
can manage its impact on the nearby town
of Bulga and hopes the final decision is
made soon.

“We’ll be taking further
advice from our legal representatives.”

The final determination on
the expansion will be made
by another Planning Assessment Commission panel.
The PAC took many weeks more than
planned to reach this decision. A source
close to one of the commissioners revealed
that there was some agreement on behalf of
the PAC to rule in against the expansion.
It is further reported that this, what can
only be called, compromise decision was
reached after pressure was brought to bear
from official quarters.

“Look, we always hope for this to be done
as quickly as possible,” he said.

The community now not only has to wait
for the next PAC but also the outcome of
the rumoured sale of the mine.

“I would hope that it’s a matter of weeks,
not a matter of months before we get the
final determination.”

The new owners may decide to be more understanding in relation to the role of “good
corporate citizenship”.
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Save the date – Milbrodale Family Fun Day Sunday
Family Fun
TheDay,2015heldMilbrodale
in September, was a great 18th September 2016
many locals linger and share a meal with
success. The Milbrodale Public School
P & C has already started planning
next year’s event – scheduled for Sunday 18th September 2016.

One of the highlights of the 2015 event was
the Inaugural Milbrodale Ultimate Man
Challenge. Around 20 competitors navigated a challenging course that tested their
strength, balance, speed and housekeeping
skills. Anders Wiltshire won the event, taking away the $500 first prize, sponsored by
Coal & Allied.
The Milbrodale Ultimate Man Challenge
will be back next year – so time to start
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training if you want to strip Anders of his
title.

friends. The wood-fired pizzas and sausage
sizzle will be back next year too.

The chook lotto will also return. This lottery event proved popular, with loads of
people watching and waiting for Flappy
and Eagle to do a poop.

Market stall sites are available for only
$10. To book a stall contact Narelle on
65794649.

Other highlights included the kids
novelty races, whip cracking and calf
roping lessons, and the Milbrodale
School students giving a boot scootin
demonstration. These events and more
will be back next year.

Anders Wiltshire, Winner of the inaugural
Milbrodale Ultimate Man Challenge.
Photo: Tricia Hogbin

It was particularly pleasing to see so
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Nightingale
Restaurant
Family Sunday
Roast
Night
All meals $25
02 6579 1499
www.nightingalewines.com.au

Restaurant Hours
Lunch and Dinner
Wednesday to
Sunday
Breakfast
Sundays

The traditional

Australian Roast Night
is back

Plus
free BYO wine
5.30pm to 7.30pm
Functions and Special Occasions
Menu options from $32 pp with free
room hire - Christmas parties, weddings
and family festivities.
We can arrange transfers to and from your
accommodation
www.nightingalewines.com.au
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02 6579 1499
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Celebrate Christmas on John Street and Santa brings
a sack full of rebates for Singleton Shops

T

he Singleton community is invited
to embrace the festive season and
celebrate Christmas on John Street on
Friday 27 November.

revitalised town centre, while holding on to
one of Singleton’s longest traditions.

For more than 50 years the Rotary Club
of Singleton has hosted the community’s
Christmas celebration, but has this year
joined forces with Singleton Council and
Singleton Business Chamber for a Christmas event to be enjoyed by all ages.

The evening’s festivities will include: markets, jumping castles, free face painting,
craft activities, musical entertainment and
Santa will arrive on Singleton Fire Brigade’s vintage Bedford Fire Truck to meet
the kids and hand out lollies. The event
will wrap up with a magnificent fireworks
display at 8.30pm.

Christmas on John Street is a signature
event, generously sponsored by Coal and
Allied, Pirtek and Bloomfield Collieries
Rix’s Creek.

Singleton Council’s General Manager
Lindy Hyam says the organising committee
has designed this year’s event as a unique
family-friendly celebration.

The event aims to showcase the newly

“There are a number of fun activities for
everyone to enjoy, but
it will be the quirky
little surprises that are
sure to put a smile on
the faces of those in
attendance,” she says.

(Back l-r) Rotary Club of Singleton president Mel Rolfe, Jason Desmond
(Bloomfield Rix’s Creek), Sam Willis (Pirtek), Sharon Schilling(Coal and Allied)
(Front l-r) Singleton Business Chamber’s Jelinda Millgate and Singleton Council
General Manager Lindy Hyam.
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“Attendees will be
able to wander the
space, grab a coffee
and dinner from the
local cafes and sit
down to enjoy the
music and entertainment, while the kids
get excited about
Christmas.
“A safety management plan is in place
for the fireworks

display, which will allow people to cross
Ryan Avenue under supervision and sit on
the levee with their picnic rugs, as we light
up the sky.”
The event starts at 4pm, with the main
stage program kicking off from 6.15pm.

Sarah de Bono students will be carolling in
John Street and Singleton Town Band and
Singleton Theatrical Society will perform
on stage from 6.40pm.
Singleton Business Chamber is coordinating a Christmas lights competition that will
see retailers getting into the festive spirit by
switching on their Christmas lights for the
first time at the event.
Council has allocated $10,000 to a Christmas Decorations Rebate Program for businesses along John Street ahead of the event
and will provide a maximum payment of
$220 (including GST) rebate per eligible
business that participates. An application form and guidelines are available on
Council’s website at singleton.nsw.gov.au/
christmasrebate
Singleton Mayor John Martin will officially
launch the 2015 Mayoral Christmas Tree
Appeal with gifts and donations of nonperishable food to go to Singleton Neighborhood Centre.
Road users are advised that sections of Pitt
Street, Burns Lane and the car park behind
the Discount Drug Store will be closed for
the duration of the event.
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The Cockfighter Editorial:
Tom Jackson phone: 6574 5266
Eden Anthony 65791259
fighter@broke.nsw.au

COMMUNITY GROUPS AND
ORGANISATIONS

Broke Bulga Landcare Group Inc.
C/o President, Wendy Lawson
PO Box 120, Broke NSW 2330

Broke Fair Committee
Eden Anthony
President, Eden Anthony
0498 633 864 mail@hunterstay.com.au
Broke Fordwich Wine & Tourism Assoc.
President, Eden Anthony
0498 633 864 mail@hunterstay.com.au
Broke Bush Fire Brigade
C/o Broke Post Office, Broke NSW 2330
Bulga Community Centre Inc.
Secretary Belinda Passlow 65745113
Treasurer and bookings Phillip Reid 65745237
Broke Community Hall
Kathleen Everett (02) 6579 1470
Broke Public School
Principal/P&C Association,
Cochrane Street, Broke NSW 2330

OUR WILDLIFE

GREATER GLIDER. (Petauroides
volans)

Largest gliding marsupial, size of a cat.
The Greater Glider’s large size, big
fuzzy ears and long woolly coat are
distinctive. About half of its 1 m total
length tail consists of a fluffy, partly prehensile tail. Its colour ranges from black
through brownish grey to nearly white.
Eye- shine brilliant white-yellow. The
greater Glider is capable of breathtaking glides between trees. Unlike other
gliders, the gliding membrane extends only to the elbow, not to the wrist, and it tucks its
forepaws under its chin as it glides. Greater Gliders are silent, mainly solitary and strictly
nocturnal. They spend the day in cavities high in the tall trees of most kind of wooded
areas, although they avoid rainforest. They are strict vegetarians and only eat eucalyptus
leaves and buds. They have a single young that stays in pouch until around 4 months old
then rides on the mothers back until independent at 9 months.
Elizabeth Joeys Retreat

Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association
President: John Lamb
6574 5205
2334 Putty Road Bulga 2330
bmpa@savebulga.org.au
Bulga Rural Fire Brigade
President: John Lamb
6574 5205
Captain: Michael Bendall
6574 5193
Permits: M Bendall 6574 5193
A Gallagher 6574 5100
NSW Rural Fire Service Hunter Valley District
Phone 6575 1200, Fax 6574 5406,
email huntervalley.team@rfs.nsw.gov.au
Manager, Inspector Martin Siemsen
Justice of the Peace
Tom and Sue Jackson 6574 5266
Graeme O’Brien 6574 5185
Dawn Lambkin 6574 5277
John Darr, Broke 0437 173 277
Joan McNamara 6579 1057
Milbrodale Public School
Principal/P&C Association
Putty Road, Milbrodale NSW 2330
National Parks and Wildlife Service- Upper Hunter
Area Bulga and Scone
Peta Norris, Putty Road, Bulga
NSW 2330 6574 5555
Palliative Care Volunteers
for Singleton & Cessnock
Kath Watkinson (02) 65722121
PID Admin
Saywells
12 Vincent St CESSNOCK
office@saywells.com

CARRIER - General
John Lamb
6574 5205
Mob 0427 695 468

St Andrews Anglican Church Broke
Parish Secretary at 6571 1414

CARRIER - Cattle
Lionel Caban
6574 5366
Mob 0427 745 366

St Marks Anglican Church
C/o Marie Mitchell
Inlet Road, Bulga NSW 2330

CATTERY
Jan Pennell
6579 1450

The Immaculate Conception Catholic
Church Broke
Paul O’Toole
C/o Broke Post Office, Broke NSW 2330

COMPUTERS & COMMUNICATION
Bruce Cowan
6579 1130

Wildlife Rescue, Rehabilitation and Release
www.wildlifeaid.org.au 04 4766 7737

The Cockfighter is a not-for-profit community
service publication run by volunteers
Editor: Tom Jackson
Secretary: Sarah Purser
Production: Eden Anthony
Accounts: Ken McCraw
Advertising: Chris Hagan
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Trades Services Directory

DIGITAL PRINT & DESIGN
BINK Creative
4990 3230
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
Robert McLaughlin
0405 555 901
rob.mac46@hotmail.com
Garden and Lawn
Maintenance
Grandview Gardens
Paul Dengate Horticulturalist
0404009286
paul@grandviewgardens.com.au
grandviewgardens.com.au

Want to list your services?
Just $60 per year
65791259 mail@hunterstay.com.au

GOURMET FOODS
Marian Waite
6579 1063
Mob 0409 791 063
marian@riverflatsestate.com.au
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
Hunterstay
65791259
hunterstay.com.au
Mechanical & Automotive
Services
Beyond Broke
Mechanical & Automotive
Services
Jason McCraw
Licensed Motor Vehicle Repairer
BROKE
0414 264 515
jmccraw@harboursat.com.au
beyondbrokemechenical.com.au
NATURAL THERAPIES
Gale Matley
6579 1401
PID - Private Irrigation
admin@bfpid.com.au
Water On/Off 1300 767 118

PIANO LESSONS
Jan Pennell
6579 1450
POOL & YARD MAINTAINANCE
Anthony Smolenaers
65791228 or 0400 367025
REAL ESTATE
Taylor Real Estate Hunter Valley
1300 803 300
0404 494 482
Catherine@taylorproperty.com.au
Taylorproperty.com.au
PO Box 3 Broke NSW 2330
Vineyard Services
Bright Vine Services
Vineyard consulting
0410625540
jennybright@bigpond.com
www.brightvineservices.com.au
563 Wollombi Rd, Broke NSW 2330
WINE MAKING
Michael McManus
6579 1400
Mob 0403 014 787
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